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******************************************************************
Introduction
******************************************************************

This report is divided into two sections: the first one analyzes your personality with its multiple
facets (Sun and Moon positions); and the second one analyzes the twelve astrological houses.
This report is not merely descriptive. In the majority of cases, ideas are suggested that can help
your personal evolution. The subjects are approached from different points of view such as
metaphysical, spiritual, nutritional and general.
In a few places there may be certain contradictions because an astrological influence may favor
one aspect of life and harm another. Because of that, it is necessary that you read the report with a bit
of logic and, especially, that you let your intuition guide you.
It is necessary that you know yourself, that you know your potential and your limitations, because by
working on your personal evolution you help everyone else as well, contributing to the evolution of all
life.

******************************************************************
Birth Astrological Data
******************************************************************

The natal chart is a map of the sky that shows the
astrological positions at the moment and place of birth. For
the benefit of students of Astrology, these positions as well
as other technical information are listed below:
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FIRST PART

******************************************************************
Chapter 1:
Your essence. Your self. The Sun.
******************************************************************

Character is destiny. By improving
your personality you create good
conditions for your future.

Sun in Leo:

Mick, you were born under the sign of Leo and your ruling planet is the Sun, which endows you with
great personal pride, authority and vitality.
You are a very noble person who will always be straightforward and frank. You feel great personal
security and will be capable of excelling, allowing you to be a leader in whatever you do. You are an
idealist and a defender of the underdog or those who suffer any injustice. You will live life with a lot of
intensity and will be dramatic in expressing your emotions. You want people to pay attention to you at
all times and you do not like the idea of being alone.

You are a very creative person and always give your personal touch to the things you do. You will be
able to excel in any artistic or social activity. You like to share your achievements, and your generosity
will be unlimited, especially with those you admire or love. People will look to you for your great sense
of humor, for the power you impart and for your vitality, although these things will also make you the
center of criticism and jealousy.
To fall in love you must admire the woman. You will never be able to fall in love with someone if she
does not have personal qualities that will make her different and outstanding. You feel that you deserve
the best and are willing to search for it. You like to see sincerity, decisiveness, ambition and
intelligence in the other person. You will be passionate and very loyal to love; once you choose, you
will probably do it forever and you will ask for loyalty from your companion. You are willing to do all that
is necessary to have your home prosper. You will not resign yourself to any crisis or problem that
appears, instead you will triumph over it.
Mick, you were born to occupy important and influential positions in life. Your words, your image and
your ideas will serve as a guide for many people. You were born to lead, to command, to direct, to
impose justice, to create, to express and to communicate.
One of your missions in life is to teach others to love; you will work for love and happiness. Your
personal pride will teach others that true love begins with oneself; your positive and optimistic attitude
will show others the way to accomplish things.
To evolve, Mick, you need to learn to control your personal vanity, your infantile and whimsical
attitudes, your selfishness, and your tendency to exaggerate the facts and create dramas that do not
exist. You should avoid depending so much on the approval of others and also lose the fear of
seeming ridiculous. It is important that you avoid arrogant, contemptuous or authoritative attitudes; you
should also control your predisposition to seek luxuries and be ostentatious.
Sun in 3rd house:

You have an outstanding mind that will lead you to think of very original solutions to your problems. It
is important that you study and grow intellectually because that will form the basis for your selfconfidence. You can excel in activities related to communications such as journalism, literature,
speaking, etc.
If you have brothers, they will be an important influence in your life and you will probably have a
particular fondness for one of them. You invest a lot of importance in your immediate environment, and
you will search for a good neighborhood in which to live.
Because of your mental restlessness, you will travel a lot and wish to meet different people. You will

be very curious and you will be interested in knowing different things. On the negative side, you have a
tendency towards impatience, inconsistency and arrogance; you can also be very opinionated with your
ideas.
Sun Conjunction Jupiter:

You are an optimistic, happy and positive man. You will bring a touch of happiness everywhere you
go, and you will always be willing to help those who need it. Your generosity is notable but it is probable
that you do not know your own limits very well. You must learn to be moderate and to be conscious of
the limitations of every situation. This astrological conjunction will give you luck throughout your life and
you will achieve many things with relative ease. At the same time, it can make you prone to
overindulgence and it can also make you lazy and careless in your behavior or in your physical
appearance.
You will always have a sympathetic and happy attitude that allows you to relate easily to others. Your
social life will be intense and you will receive many favors from the people you meet.
Sun Conjunction Pluto:

You are a strong, vital and aggressive man. You assert yourself naturally in any situation because of
your assurance and frankness. You will live with intensity, often going to extremes. Your affections are
very personal and partial; you do not understand weak or dependent people, nor will you accept
limitations to your aspirations.
You like to have control over each moment and you can even manipulate others to reach your goals.
You must learn to avoid selfishness, intolerance and strictness; otherwise, you can become tyrannical.
Throughout your life you will experience total and profound changes that will test your abilities and
strength. You are passionate and live each moment with a lot of intensity. You will be very demanding
with women and it will not be easy for them to please you.
Sun Sextile Neptune:

You have great imagination and your inspiration may lead you to excel in any artistic field, especially
music. Your great sensitivity and perception of the world need to be channeled and expressed;
because of this, you can become involved in poetry, singing, dancing, etc.
You have a very romantic and idealistic vision of life and you will be very satisfied with the realization
of your fantasies. You are a visionary and you can conceive successful projects or enterprises; it is
necessary that you trust your own ideas, even though they can momentarily seem illogical or

impossible. Your spirituality will be another important source of inspiration.
There will always be a spiritual connection with your father, without words, and each will perceive the
other's state of mind. You will choose to marry an intuitive, spiritual and perceptive woman, with whom
you will share very important emotional and psychic experiences.

******************************************************************
Chapter 2:
The Moon. Your emotional world.
******************************************************************
Moon in Taurus:

Your emotions are deep, stable and lasting. Your feelings towards a person can be for life, which
will make you loyal and trustworthy. In your emotional world you search for security and protection. You
will act cautiously while you get to know someone and you will open your heart little by little. You
immensely enjoy physical contact, caresses and hugs, becoming very sensual with your partner. If you
do not receive the stable emotional response that you need you can turn to the materialistic world in an
obsessive way, developing a strong sense of possession that will lead you to buy objects and
accumulate money.
You have the ability to solve problems thanks to your emotional control; you do not let yourself
become bewildered easily and you prefer to take things calmly. Your rhythm will be slower than that of
other people. You react gradually to situations and not in a sudden manner. You assimilate ideas little
by little and become clumsy with haste. You have a good memory and your ideas are fixed. It is
unlikely that any change in mood will affect your original opinions. You also have a great manual ability
that will lead you to perform well in any manual or artistic task such as gardening.
It is probable that your mother is possessive and a bit materialistic. Her insecurities lead her to hold
on to that which is known, traditional and solid, and you have learned from her to react in the same way.
You also inherit from her your tenacity and perseverance.
Throughout your previous lives you have been accumulating goods and today it is hard for you to
act with detachment and freedom. You can remain tied down even to those things or people that harm
you or limit your freedom. It is probable that you have not yet learned to trust in the retribution of the
Universe and you fear for your future economic situation. You must avoid your "poverty conscience",
obsession, stinginess, and develop more internal security, trusting in your own resources and
productivity, and, basically, you must learn to possess with detachment.

Moon in 12th house:

You like to help everyone and you demonstrate a paternal and protective attitude towards indigent
people. Maybe you are unconsciously searching for someone to help you in the same way.
You must learn to value yourself as a man and you also have to express your emotions more
openly. It is probable that you live a great part of your life in an closed or reserved manner, which leads
to solitude or reclusion. Bad experiences of the past may have left traces that are difficult to erase; you
must learn to overcome fears or resentment that you may still carry with you. This astrological influence
makes you prone to prohibited or clandestine romances.
The relationship with your mother is very complex and, at times, adverse to your growth. An
important karmic relationship exists between you two and it is necessary that you show patience and
understanding towards her. Avoid competition with her and do not expect approval of your decisions. It
is probable that in another life the roles were reversed (you were her mother) and there are still some
debts pending between the two of you. You must be very positive in this relationship and forgive and
forget any aggression or fighting.
Moon Trine Neptune:

You are very intuitive, spiritual and sensitive. You will probably have many psychic experiences
throughout your life and you will also have some inspirational revelations. You must learn to trust your
intuition and develop your spirituality. You feel very attracted to the occult sciences and you will have
much success in any area where you apply your perceptive faculties. You also have talent in music, art,
theater and dance.
You are delicate and become emotional easily. You demonstrate great sensitivity towards others
and you offer yourself selflessly. You are probably very idealistic and a dreamer, and consequently,
experience a few disillusions; nevertheless, your romanticism will not disappear.
A very important spiritual connection exists between you and your mother. She can know what is
happening with you without you telling her and vice versa. As a father you will also be very intuitive with
your children and you will guide them on an appropriate spiritual road.

SECOND PART:

Your destiny according to the 12 astrological houses.

******************************************************************
FIRST HOUSE: Your personality. Your body. Your childhood.
******************************************************************

Gemini Rising Sign (1st house cusp)

People see you as an intelligent, communicative and restless man. You are very curious and are
interested in everything that happens around you. You cannot remain still for long and you become
bored easily, which leads you to search for different situations and to be in constant movement.
You are very ingenious and have a lot of fun with your friends. You love to talk and can indulge in
gossip. If your native Sun is not in a strong sign, you will become dependent and are easily influenced
by your best friends. You are naive and believe anything that you are told; because of that it is
important that you surround yourself with positive and sincere people. In addition, you have many
fantasies that can be expressed through your literary ability.
This ascendent gives you the ability to engage in more than one task at a time and it is probable that
you have two professions. The possibility also exists that your love life involves more than one
relationship simultaneously.

Your can suffer from anxiety, nervousness and irritability. You must take care of your nervous and
respiratory systems. It is necessary that you avoid smoking and do not stay in closed quarters for a
long period of time. Your body will always appear youthful and you will never look your age.
Your childhood was spent amid stimulating situations. It is probable that your family went through
many changes and that it is well-known.
You have experienced several short trips which inspired your journalistic abilities. The relationship
with your brothers and sisters (if you have any) was very important, and you became very dependent
on one of them in particular; because of that, today you look for the same type of relationship in a close
friendship.
Saturn in 1st house:

You are very quiet and reserved. Your manner will always be that of a person older than yourself.
You are serious, responsible, patient and very conscious of your actions. You need great
demonstrations of affection to help you overcome your shyness and open you up to the outer world.
Generally, this influence indicates a childhood with limitations (the child perceived in his parents the
great worries that burdened them and felt helpless and insecure). This is one of the reasons you
matured early. You feel more secure surrounded by older people than in company of friends; it is
probable that you are very attached to one of your grandparents. Though this influence makes the child
look older during childhood, it also prevents the adult from aging rapidly. Probably you began working
and seeking your independence during your youth. Your serious and confident attitude will make it easy
for you to gain the approval of your elders.
On the negative side, it could be difficult for you to show your feelings, your likes and dislikes. It is
important that you learn to be loving, to express the things that go on inside you, and to let go without
fear of making mistakes. If you do not overcome these traits, you will tend to be unemotional, selfish
and possibly depressed. Under this influence, it is probable that your mother suffered some problems
during labor. If these energies are handled positively, then you could achieve every goal you set
yourself thanks to your tenacity and persistence.
Saturn in Gemini:

You express yourself clearly but you can have some difficulty thinking about indefinite, intangible or
abstract ideas. You must learn to develop your intuition and also your emotional responses because
your ability to understand others could be limited. It is important that you learn to be flexible in your way
of thinking and more relaxed in your manner of communication. You will demonstrate in the future a
great ability to carry abstract ideas into real practice. This position is very good for mental, scientific or
mathematical tasks. It is important that you study because your future success depends in great

measure on your knowledge.

******************************************************************
SECOND HOUSE: Money. Assets. Resources.
******************************************************************

Cancer on 2nd house cusp.

Your economic situation will fluctuate throughout your life and it is possible that your income will not
be consistent from month to month. You can earn money in jobs related to the public and render
services in areas such as nutrition, medicine, psychology, etc. In addition, possibly you can do a great
business in real estate.
With the influence of this astrological sign you can do some type of work at home. Your earnings will
grow through time and your best moments will be during maturity.

******************************************************************
THIRD HOUSE: Your mind. Your education. Short trips.
Your brothers and sisters.
******************************************************************

The mind is a magnet: it attracts
to you exactly what you
think about.
Cancer on 3rd house cusp.

Mick, you have many fantasies and a very fertile imagination. Your way of reasoning is never totally
unemotional; on the contrary, your heart guides your mind. Most of your decisions will be intuitive. You
have a good memory and you can easily remember experiences from the far past.
It is possible that you do not immediately define what you wish to study and that you change your
selection several times. You expect to receive encouragement and support for your ideas and it is a
problem for you when you do not. You are interested in studying sciences, medicine, psychology,
history or any other profession that leads to contact with people.
Your way of communication is gentle, warm and pleasant. At times, you will be shy, and you prefer
to save your comments if they will bother others. You have a good relationship with your siblings (if you
have any) and relatives in general because you are concerned about family harmony. Possibly you take
numerous short trips to visit relatives or to perform some type of public service activity. You will be very
popular and loved among those around you.
Jupiter in 3rd house:

Success will come to you through education, studies and communication. You are very alert and
your positive disposition will lead you to have good luck in your projects. You have a good relationship

with your relatives, especially with your siblings. Your mind is restless and you prefer not to have too
much routine in your life. At times you could be garrulous and waste your energies that way. It is
important that you learn to be reserved about your projects. You could also be a bit imprudent and
prone to exaggeration.
Jupiter in Leo:

You need to feel proud of everything you do and you seek the approval of your friends and family.
You are very likable and full of good humor and you monopolize everyone's attention. You are prone to
exaggeration and will want everything, and in large amounts. You also have a strong sense of justice
and the tendency to command. Because of your ""likeability"" you will have no trouble asserting
yourself and will always achieve what you want.
Jupiter Conjunction Pluto:

You are disposed toward enjoying life in its totality. You will dedicate yourself passionately to your
ideas and goals, and you could achieve leadership positions throughout your life. Your emotions and
expressions are intense and somewhat exaggerated. You could gain certain enemies due to your
frankness and aggressiveness. You must learn to be more moderate and to direct your great dynamic
strength in a creative and positive manner.
Jupiter Sextile Uranus:

You possess a great originality and creative power. You are determined and practical and will
achieve any goal that you set out to do. Your personal freedom will always be important and you will
resist ties and limitations. You possess a great mental energy, and though you could be very warm you
will not be sentimental.
Pluto in 3rd house:

You possess an intense and powerful mind. Your great intuition allows you to know and penetrate
deeply the secrets of any subject. You could sometimes be inconsistent with your studies, or you
could change schools or abandon your studies completely. Your manner of communication is not fluid
and it is probable that at times you announce your opinions somewhat aggressively. The relationship
with your siblings will be important and you will experience deep and total changes in your environment
that will affect your emotional world. If these changes are negative, then you could become more
aggressive and impatient.
Pluto in Leo:

Your generation has a lot of personal pride and confidence in themselves. They are more worried
about their individual development than about group growth. During this period outstanding leaders and
heroes will emerge serving as an example to others. Mick, as a part of this movement, you have a
strong sense of authority and the ability to do well in business and the management of people. It is
probable that you are often selfish and that you do not listen to nor accept suggestions or advice from
others. You will be inclined to enjoy life's pleasures and will possess a strong desire to lead or
dominate.

******************************************************************
FOURTH HOUSE: Your home. Middle Age and Later Years.
******************************************************************

Leo on 4th house cusp.

You grew up in a noble, important and outstanding home. It is possible that your family was very well
socially situated when you were born and one of your parents was dominant, imposing his/her authority
and organization. You feel proud of your home and you have learned to act firmly, sincerely and with
self-esteem.
During your maturity you will see the results of your work. You will reach important positions and
social fame. You will feel fully realized and will see many of your desires fulfilled. Your character will
become stronger and it is possible that you will occupy authority positions if you work for others, or that
you will have your own business if you prefer independence. One way or the other, during this period
you can treat yourself the way you always dreamed of.
This astrological influence lengthens your life and offers the possibility of quick recovery from any
physical discomfort in your senior years.
Mercury in 4th house:

You will be interested in learning history and in knowing your ancestry and roots, both of your family
and of society in general. You like to collect objects such as books, charms, stones, etc. Your mental
restlessness indicates discovery and understanding of your own emotions and feelings. Also, Mick,
you could be interested in subjects related to the earth: geology, archaeology, agriculture, etc. It is
probable that you will move several times and that you will engage in some activity that allows you to
earn money working in your own home.
Mercury in Leo:

Your mind is dynamic, intense and unyielding. You are decisive and proud of your ideas; you are

persistent and even stubborn and inflexible if someone contradicts you. You like to organize and direct
others. You exert a great amount of energy and are very enthusiastic about your plans and, generally,
these plans are good and successful. Mick, you like to know about everything and also to excel;
because of that, you can be a bit arrogant and vain. Your manner of communication is frank and open;
you express your emotions and thoughts openly, though you at times exaggerate and dramatize
everything in order to make your life more theatrical and capture the attention of others. You possess a
great sense of humor and much creativity which make you apt to excel in any kind of job that places
you in contact with the public. You learn and study more when you feel challenged or when your
personal pride is at stake. You always want to be number one and you use all your energies to
succeed. You can also become angry easily and possibly aggressive when defending your honor. If
you fortify your ego and self-esteem, you will be a very successful person.
Mercury Conjunction Jupiter:

You possess an insatiable curiosity and you think about everything on a grand scale. You are prone
to exaggerating the facts when you are enthusiastic. You possess a superior intelligence that will allow
you to learn quickly and easily but you can be somewhat neglectful and inconsistent in your studies and
so you must learn to be more disciplined and orderly. Mick, you are very kind, gentle and optimistic.
Also, you possess a great ability for expressing yourself verbally and show an innate gift for public
relations. It is probable that you will be interested in history, law and education in general. You are
highly cultured which makes you inclined to travel and get to know other customs and languages.
Mercury Conjunction Pluto:

Your mind is very profound, subtle, persuasive and prone to extremes. You are very persistent and
tenacious in your purposes, and you are fascinated by the unknown or inexplicable. It is probable that
you hold on to your ideas with a certain fanaticism and inflexibility. Your verbal aggressiveness can
lead to arguments and disagreements with your companions. Nevertheless, you will be very convincing
and you could excel in investigations, chemistry, surgery or explorations.
Mercury Square Mars:

You are very impulsive and aggressive when expressing your opinions. You lose your patience
easily and show your dislikes openly. You have a competitive spirit and love to argue heatedly, but
since you do not always choose your words carefully you can end up making enemies. You must learn
to be more moderate, to think before acting and to express your opinions more gently. When you
become excessively angry it would be wise to get away from dangerous tools or machinery because
you are prone to accidents.
Mercury Sextile Uranus:

You always have original and brilliant ideas. Your creative and talented mind will be constantly active
demonstrating its genius and quickness in understanding ideas that others cannot. You are very
eloquent and a bit dramatic in expressing yourself. Also, you are very intuitive, which leads you to
comprehend things more deeply. You are interested in everything new, original, and progressive.

******************************************************************
FIFTH HOUSE: Love. Romance. Children.
******************************************************************

"Love is blind when it is born,
nearsighted when it grows, and
it sees all when it dies."
Virgo on 5th house cusp.

If there are no other planets that indicate more offspring, you will have two children. They will be
intelligent and, at the same time, sensitive. You must treat them delicately and avoid instilling fears or
inhibitions because these could follow them into adulthood.
You are not highly demonstrative of your feelings. You associate love with the idea of service and
you like to feel needed. You offer yourself unconditionally once you are in love, ignoring your own
objectives and interests, and you feel happy when you please your companion and you expect the
same from her; unfortunately this does not always happen.
This astrological influence can make you fall in love with a person in an inferior position or one with
hard-to-solve problems. One way or the other, you are always willing to support her and try to find the
solution to her needs. In addition, you will be very demanding and hard to please, often voicing some
sort of criticism or complaint because of your search for a perfect relationship. You must learn to
moderate this tendency to make your romantic life easier and more bearable.

The following list will help you understand how you can
relate yourself to the rest of the signs. If you happen to
know the other person's rising sign, you have to combine it

with his/her sign in order to get a more complete description
of that person.

Gemini:

You will feel a great personal identification with people of this sign and together you can develop
projects common to both. A good sign for marriage.
Cancer:

A relationship tied in with business, finances or financial aid is favored over a romantic one. The
union offers stability and protection but could also be out of an interest in money.
Cancer:

You could maintain very good communication and an interchange of ideas. A mental or light
relationship is indicated.
Leo:

A personal and intimate relationship in which deep emotions will be shared. A very good sign for
marriage because it indicates the possibility of making a home together.
Virgo:

A relationship of mutual love and attraction. You can enjoy and share many happy moments but
difficulties exist in maintaining the relationship over time. Ideal sign for courtship or romance, not for
marriage.
Libra:

An unequal relationship in which one offers more than the other. A difficulty exists in openly
expressing feelings. A work relationship is favored over a romantic one.
Sagittarius:

Ideal sign for marriage or associations. It is also possible that one of your best friends is of this
sign. This is a sign of complements; each can have opposing personal characteristics and that
generates attraction.

Capricorn:

Magnetic and intense attraction is indicated. Sign of passionate and uncontrolled romance based on
a strong sexual attraction. A relationship that implies a dare or a strong emotional experience.
Capricorn:

A sign that represents a second marriage; a happier and more spontaneous relationship based
upon the exchange of ideas common to both. One could assume a protective or teaching role with the
other. Probability of an encounter in a foreign land or of long voyages together.
Aquarius:

A sign that stands out in your destiny. The people of this sign, both friends and lovers, will exert an
important influence in your life. It is an ideal sign for marriage because it points out objectives and
ambitions common to both, but it can also indicate too much worry over social status.
Pisces:

Sign of friendship that represents common desires and fantasies. Open, friendly, happy and warm
relationship, though probably it will not be lasting. If other common elements exist, it may lead to a
marriage based on friendship and respect for each other's individuality.
Aries:

Karmic relationship initiated in previous lives. It is possible that you have to confront strong
difficulties to be together and that it is a clandestine or secret relationship. Also, it can indicate an
impossible or intriguing love affair. This sign is the least favorable for obtaining a happy and open
relationship; if you are involved in one, it will be difficult for you to cut yourself off or escape because of
doubts about your destiny and the lessons you have to learn.
Remember the following: everything that she does to you is what you did to her in previous lives. It is
good for you to practice the exercise of forgiveness and forget any negative emotions.

Note: if two signs are repeated, it means that the relationship
is more complex. If one of the signs is missing, its
interpretation is the same as the previous one. To make things

easier, this is the list of the signs: Aries, Taurus, Gemini,
Cancer, Leo, Virgo, Libra, Scorpio, Sagittarius, Capricorn,
Aquarius and Pisces.

All relationships are PERFECT. Each situation you experience with another person is the perfect
and necessary one for your evolution; because of this, it is important that you do not cling to negative
emotions such as anguish, depression, fury, frustration, etc., and that you try to see at every moment
what life wants to teach you. Each person you know has a message for you and until you listen to it, it is
highly probable that it will be repeated. Some relationships have karmic ties: they have been initiated in
other lives and there may be dues to pay. It is possible that what someone makes you suffer is what
you have done to him/her in another time. That is why you must forgive and forget. In every situation
repeat to yourself : "everything is perfect"; though at the beginning you may not understand it, later it
will be crystal clear.
Venus in 5th house:

You are very attractive to the opposite sex and will experience many romances. You possess a lot
of charisma and love for children, especially if they are your own. You are very affectionate, sociable
and pleasant but also idealistic in your choice of partners and prone to disappointments. You could
excel in creative tasks and in sports.
Venus in Virgo:

You are less selfish than other people and you express your love through service. You like to
collaborate, help, and feel useful. In reality, you feel very shy about expressing your love openly and
you do it through attention to the people you love. You are very detail oriented and can be critical or
overly analytical so that you find it hard to be spontaneous. You are also orderly in your dietary habits
and personal hygiene. You must learn to love yourself a bit more and to free yourself from the
inhibitions that bridle your demonstrations of affection. You may marry late in life and, if you do not
overcome your inhibitions, it will be even later.
Venus Square Uranus:

It is possible that since childhood you have experienced tense and irregular situations that will affect
your future romantic choices. You can be selfish, unstable and hasty; love will appear suddenly but can
also disappear with the same speed. You are very particular in your choices and your family will never
understand your special taste. You are independent and very rebellious about commitments, which is
why you will have problems staying in a relationship for a long time. You must learn to have patience, to

accept others the way they are and to control your impulses. You could be eccentric and have very
atypical tastes and you will surely not follow family tradition. You could also be nervous and irritable,
and uncomfortable with exaggerated displays of affection.
Venus Trine Mars:

You are very affectionate and intense in your emotions. You like to protect your loved ones and
during your childhood probably were protective of your pets or simply your toys. You possess a
sociable, positive and very constructive disposition. Your creativity will be manifested in any area you
choose. You are very demonstrative, affectionate, noble, and sincere. This astrological aspect will in
the future help you find spiritual love and physical attraction in one person, thereby aiding your marital
happiness.
Neptune in 5th house:

You are very romantic and you have creative potential. You also tend to dramatize situations and to
idealize the people you love too much. Your romances will be complex and you will probably
experience an impossible love affair. Your approach to life is a bit naive and you will seek diversions
often. It is important that you learn to be more realistic and objective.
Neptune in Virgo:

Your generation has new concepts about work conditions and also about health care. They are
humanitarian and care about social causes, experiencing an internal struggle between emotion and
reasoning. Mick, as a part of this generation, you could be somewhat eccentric and final in your way of
thinking, for example being strict about your idea of what is good and bad; your tendency towards
perfectionism could lead you to discard many of your fantasies. You are a good critic and will always
be ready to overthrow old ideas and change them for new ones.

******************************************************************
SIXTH HOUSE: Health. Nutrition. Work. Service.
******************************************************************

Attention: in this section you will find recommendations to
improve your health, but in cases with specific problems you
must consult your doctor.

Sun in Leo:

The sign of Leo rules the cardiovascular apparatus in its entirety: the heart, ventricles, valves,
arteries, etc., and also the spleen and spinal cord. You are very vital and will not suffer serious health
problems. Your personal pride will not allow you to let yourself be overcome by any physical ailment
but you must beware of your worst defect: excessiveness. It is difficult for you to limit yourself and
once you undertake an activity, be it physical or mental, you do it until exhaustion. In contrast with your
periods of intense activity, you also have moments of laziness and physical inactivity. In addition, you
love the good life including various pleasures and delicious foods. If you gain weight and/or do not
exercise, your heart will tire more rapidly.
To preserve good health, you must consider the following: maintain a semi-vegetarian or
macrobiotic diet, avoiding red meats, salt and fried foods; search for an outlet for your intense
emotions through some type of artistic activity; do not take on too many things at once; do not
overexert yourself; avoid smoking and drinking alcohol; perform respiratory and relaxation exercises;
practice some type of competitive sport; sun-bathe and spend time outdoors; laugh and enjoy yourself
without overindulging; speak and communicate freely; and try to be more patient and less aggressive
with people with whom you do not get along.
Saturn in Gemini:

This astrological position can cause respiratory difficulties, such as colds and flu, chronic bronchitis,
pneumonia or pulmonary congestion. In time you could also be prone to rheumatism or arthritis in the

arms. Difficulties can arise in your nervous system because of the lack of calcium and manganese.
Libra on 6th house cusp:

Your short term health problems may be caused by excessive consumption of sugar and starches,
or by the lack of vitamins E and P, niacin, copper and chromium. Your most common problems are:
lumbago, suppression of urine, stones, renal problems, retention of liquids, etc.
To prevent these problems it is recommended that you add to your diet the following foods:
mushrooms, watercress, carrots, alfalfa, soy and its derivatives, peaches, avocados, sunflower
seeds, brown rice, wheat germ, raisins, peanut butter, etc. You must avoid sweets in general and drink
plenty of pure mineral water.
Your long term health problems may be caused by the lack of amino acids, vitamin B-12,
hydrochloric acid, adrenalin, vitamin F, cobalt, iron and phosphorous. This could cause headaches,
fatigue, neuralgia, insomnia, vertigo, eye infections, toothaches, ear infections, etc.
It is recommended that you include in your diet the following: peas, spinach, asparagus, beets,
celery, endives, potatoes, lettuce, carrots, tomatoes, onions, and white meat, especially fish. Some
type of regular physical activity is advisable.
Moon in 12th house:

You may have problems related to the production of bodily fluids; allergies will also be frequent at
times of seasonal change. Your emotional state will determine your health, so it is recommended that
you find ways to express yourself and achieve a comfortable balance mentally.
Mars in 12th house:

You may have problems related to infections, inflammations, hemorrhages, burns, fractures,
bruises, pains and muscular contractions. You should avoid violent or precipitous reactions because
they are the cause of your physical ailments. Also, you must search for positive channels to express
your aggressiveness and utilize your great wealth of energy in a constructive manner.
Uranus in 12th house:

You may have problems related to the electrical responses of the body, such as spasms,
palpitations, nervousness, and inconsistent physical reactions. It is important that you dissipate
nervous tension through relaxation and meditation exercises. Your physical problems may appear
suddenly and unexpectedly.

To have in mind: many of your emotional unbalances are not produced by external situations or
experiences but by blood disorders. The lack of some nutrients or intoxication or other excesses, can
often cause changes in your system and lead to depression, anguish, fatigue or aggressiveness.
Because of that, if you want to be happy, do not neglect your body--give it the best nutrition possible.

******************************************************************
SEVENTH HOUSE: Associations. Marriage.
******************************************************************

Your companion is your reflection.
Everything you find in her, in
some way is in you.
Sagittarius on 7th house cusp.

With this astrological influence you will tend to fall in love many times during your life and could
marry very young, probably around 21 years of age. You will choose as a wife an intelligent woman of a
different culture, with whom you will exchange knowledge and ideas. You look for someone who
stimulates your curiosity and desire to learn. It is possible that she is a foreigner or descendant of
foreign parents, and her customs and way of thinking will be very different from others.
You can live happily and peacefully together; especially if you find someone who respects your
personal freedom and space. Nevertheless, your most common complaints about her will be: her
complacency, her childlike and dependent attitude, the lack of seriousness or maturity, and the great
tendency to be careless and take everything easily. If your wife is not dynamic, you can both fall into an
oppressing rut that will lead you to end the relationship. You cannot stand boredom or monotony and
you lose patience very easily.
If there are no other astrological factors that indicate more stability, you could marry several times
throughout your life.

Do not evaluate the success of a relationship by the result because it does not depend solely upon
you. Always analyze what you have done: if you have offered yourself correctly, if you have loved

sincerely, if you have set aside your selfishness, etc. What the other person does is her own
responsibility and you cannot manipulate it. In a couple, the responsibilities are always divided in half;
take care of your share. At times, one gives everything and does not receive anything; it does not
matter. Destiny will take care of it, returning all the love you may have given. Do not make the mistake
of secluding or hardening yourself or becoming emotionally detached because of suffering caused by
others. Try always to be truthful with what you feel and give yourself fearlessly because in the Universe
nothing gets lost and everything you give, you will get back.

******************************************************************
EIGHTH HOUSE: Dangers. Inheritances. Legacies.
******************************************************************

Capricorn on 8th house cusp.

This influence offers you the possibility of living a long life, especially if there are no planets in this
house to modify this tendency. You are predisposed to certain accidents that could affect your bones
or joints. You must be careful with your dietary or other habits because you are prone to diseases
caused by repetitious negative behaviors (eating too much salt, smoking, not exercising, etc.).
It is probable that you will receive inheritances from older people. Also, you will have a wife who
likes to save and who will suffer some economic misfortune.
Things that benefit Leo:

YOUR FAVORABLE DAY: Sunday.
NUMBER: 1
COLORS: golden yellow, lemon yellow, orange, and by affinity all bright colors and violet.
STONES: topaz, diamond, amber, ruby, and by affinity, emerald.
METAL: gold, and the more karats, the better. You must combine it with your most favorable stones
and avoid silver.
Equal energies attract; because of this, people with the same tastes gather together. If you want to
attract positive people to your life and experience happy situations, you must take care to improve your
own energy. The only way to find a good companion, good friend, good job, etc., is by being good
yourself, radiating positive energy. Keep in mind that you will never conquer someone using pity or
threats, instead you will provoke the opposite response. If you desire someone or something, you

have to be splendid inside and out. If you feel good about yourself, you will attract the best.

******************************************************************
NINTH HOUSE: Religion. Long trips.
******************************************************************

Capricorn on 9th house cusp.

You have a materialistic view of life and consequently you do not practice religion to any great
extent. You seek scientific or coherent explanations and you find that no religion convinces you totally.
Nevertheless, you will be respectful and traditional, preferring to maintain what you have learned during
the formation of your beliefs. This astrological influence can lead to a spiritual void, atheism, or simply
to the neglect of devotional practices.
It is probable that you will take numerous long voyages to improve your work, profession or
finances. At times, you will not have complete freedom to travel because of the responsibilities that
keep you tied to home. It is also probable that your travel plans may include delays or cancellations.
You must be very patient and careful every time you plan to travel abroad. Though other countries can
present extraordinary opportunities for your professional growth, you will never feel better than in the
place where you grew up.

******************************************************************
TENTH HOUSE: Vocation. Professional success.
******************************************************************

Note: in order to come to a more accurate conclusion, you must
combine the information below with the characteristics of your
Sun (Chapter 1) and your Moon (Chapter 2).

First 15 degrees of Aquarius on MC

Your destiny is in tune with the New Age of Aquarius. Your thoughts and ideas will be specific and
will help to transform the world. Mick, no matter what profession you choose, your style is very original
and your ideology will be criticized because it is far from any traditional thought. You are interested in
all inventions that point towards the future: space travel, electronics, communications media, etc. Your
great creativity will allow you to excel in any artistic career you choose. Also, you are interested in
language. You will travel a lot and make achievements in lands far away from your home land. Your
powerful intuition will lead you to the precise path to reach the success you desire. You do not ever
tolerate any boss, you are extremely independent and do not like to comply with schedules or routines.
If your job obligates you to remain tied down, you prefer to change jobs.
Your vocational choice points toward one of the following professions: electronics, space
engineering, aviation, computers, radio announcing, arts, writing, music, singing, composing, astrology,
metaphysics, invention, education, social assistance, etc., or any other creative profession that does
not have a specific label.
Your home was very unconventional. Everyone lived the way he/she wanted. It could have been that
one of your parents competed against you and the other was an ally. In general, they did not interfere
in your professional choice, and if they ever did, you did not take them seriously. The people of
Aquarius will be strongly influential in your destiny.

******************************************************************
ELEVENTH HOUSE: Friendship. Group activities.
******************************************************************

"A shared grief is divided, a joy
is multiplied."
Pisces on 11th house cusp.

You are an idealist and you like sincere, helping and total friendships. Often you do not see your
friends as they are, and that sometimes leads you to become disappointed and to close yourself off.
You will have very noble and generous friends at your side, but you must be alert as to which are your
true friends. What is important is that you do not lose your selflessness or your positive attitude
towards people, in spite of the disillusions you experience, because you must learn to evaluate your
own behavior and not that of others.
You could suffer the same problem if you participate in groups or associations. At the beginning
you will show a lot of enthusiasm and interest, but in time you will become disappointed and will
withdraw from people. Avoid feeling like a victim or criticizing others too much. It is recommended that
you learn to be flexible and show understanding in your appraisal of others.

******************************************************************
TWELFTH HOUSE: Karma. Secret enemies. Bankruptcy.
******************************************************************

"Impossible things only require a
little more time."
Aries on 12th house cusp.

You must learn to trust your own initiative as well as your aggressiveness. It is probable that you
suppress many of your own ideas or projects when you do not find the approval you expect from
others. You could feel negatively about your aggressiveness, considering it contrary to your
personality, and so you try to suppress it. It would be better to seek creative ways to express your
aggressions, maybe through some type of physical activity; otherwise, the accumulated energy could
make you ill. In other words, you must assume a "masculine" position in regards to aggression.
This astrological influence can lead you to maintain some secret activity, confront violent enemies,
or find yourself involved in dangerous situations.
Mars in 12th house:

You can feel limitations in your energy and have difficulty expressing your aggressiveness freely
which could lead to health problems. It is important that you learn to express your aggressiveness in a
constructive and open manner, without fearing the consequences. It is probable that you will work
somewhere that cares for helpless or ill people, and you could be a very good manager of the place.
You are also very reserved and secretive, which inclines you to be very investigative or a detective.
Mars in Taurus:

You are very obstinate, practical, determined and very secure. Once you decide what road to take,
you do not change your mind. You work carefully and slowly but the results are very good. Mick, you

are very obstinate and resist if someone rushes you. You display a strong desire to possess things
and guard them jealously. You also tend to be possessive with the people you love. You can be very
able when it comes to crafts or any other manual activity. It is important that you learn to express your
anger as it occurs, because your natural tendency is to contain yourself until you can no longer do so.
Your apparent patience could lead you to exceed your limits of tolerance, which is not beneficial. You
will use your energy to earn your own money and you will accumulate many possessions which will
mean security and comfort to you.
Mars Square Pluto:

You are a strong, aggressive, dominant and impatient person. You must learn to control your
emotions and the expression of them because you could be rough or even violent. You feel jealous of
the people you love, you are very possessive and want to monopolize their attention. Your ego can
cause you to make impulsive decisions and, at times, destructive ones. Your lack of patience and
tolerance can interfere with your success in life; because of that it is important that you learn to control
yourself, to discharge your aggressiveness constructively, and to direct your dynamic energy in an
orderly and persistent manner.
Uranus in 12th house:

You have a great need to free yourself from social restrictions. It is probable that you feel very
different from others and that you are reserved or do not express many of your true opinions, possibly
not taking full advantage of your creative potential. You will experience many secret amorous
adventures though some of them could become scandalous. You are very intellectual, mystical and
can work comfortably at research jobs or in any other profession that develops behind the scenes.
Uranus in Gemini:

You belong to a generation of progressive and innovative thinkers, a generation characterized by
an elevated level of culture and a large number of ideas that will transform social life. You are curious
and, fundamentally thanks to the use of your sixth sense, intuitive. Your generation are avid learners
and curiosity will lead you to travel and exchange ideas. On the negative side, you must learn to use
your initiative consistently, not leaving your projects partially done, and you must also express yourself
calmly.
Uranus Sextile Pluto:

You are a true idealist who will fight against any injustice or oppression. You have the strength to
resist the onslaughts of your opponents, and the intuition necessary to navigate correctly in any
situation. You are a reformer of all tyranny, and your main goal is to bring social improvement in every

area.
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******************************************************************
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